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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper explores the methodology for creating a model of integrated RS/GIS system for 

administration of urban geospatial data connected to attribute data. The main objective of such 

kind of RS/GIS system is efficiently to manage and query the geospatial data connected with 

attribute tables. The main goal of this paper is to be created an easy to use integrated RS/GIS 

system for managing of real estate data and to be made also an efficient decision making system 

regarding such kind of issues. 

The proposed modelling approach is illustrated using a case study. The study area is an urban 

settlement in the city of Bitola, Republic of Macedonia. The  mentioned urban settlement consists 

of about 260 parcels with constructed individual objects on them. An existing and scanned old 

map in raster format of the urban settlement and a preprocessed Google Earth mosaicing raster 

image have been used as a raw data for developping of the proposed GIS. Both of them have been 

digitized (vectorized) with the open source RS/GIS software ILWIS. The digitized geospatial data 

represent polygons of parcels and objects built on them. The obtained data of parcels and objects 

are represented with polygons, segments and labeled points, and all of them are  connected with 

two attribute tables with alphanumerical informations of parcels and objects in an unique SDI 

database.  

After completing of spatial data infrastructure of the setlement it is obtained a comprehensive GIS 

application which is ready to use as a practical tool for easy and visually effective representing of 

urban data . 

After completing, the GIS application is rendered on the Internet in order to be accessible for 

public use. This  has been done with the aim of Map Server. It was used Map Server for Windows 

(MS4W) for this purpouse. With the Map Server have been created  map images with use of CGI 

script using the geospatial data and attribute tables of the application. The application was set on 

the local host on the WEB in order to show how it works.  
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Tre results shows some geometrical distorsions regarding the accuracy of parcels and objects. 

This is  because we used Google Earth immage. In order the application to be more accurate we 

should use satellite or ortophoto immages which should be geometrically corrected. With use of 

high resolution satellite images (IKONOS, QUICK BIRD and others) can be monitored also Land 

Use and Land Cover changes on parcels which have been occurred in certain period of time. 

Monitoring changes can serve furthermore as a good decision-making tool for efficient 

management of parcels in the future. 

 

Key words:  Remote Sensing, GIS, Spatial data, Attribute data, ILWIS, Map Server for 

Windows, Cadastral parcels.  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This research focuses on how an integrated Remote Sensing/GIS system has been 

applied to establish, maintain, and analyse urban and land use information of local 

government at municipality level. The common understanding of real estate 

administration is, that it is a form of land information system-LIS (Turker&Kocaman, 

2003).  

Such system provides information about the land, resources and objects on it and can 

also refers to changes made  on the land parcels. 

An old cadastral map usually shows the shapes of land parcels and their attribute data 

(such as ID number, owner,s name, area etc). It is drawn on A3/A4 size paper and only 

presents the cadastral information of small parcel blocks. The purpose of this paper is to 

develop the method of integrated Remote sensing/GIS system for efficient establish of 

the Spatial Data Infrastructure(SDI) for managing of real estate properties for public 

use.  

The diversity of data brings the complexity in data management and requires using a 

realational database management system-RDBMS (Turker&Kocaman,2003). The  

research is focused on method for establish and implementation of SDI in the integrated 

RS/GIS system as a general tool for public use.  

In this paper SDI  is composed  of geographical spatial data for land parcels and  

attribute data regarding the owners, area of parcels as well as a set of other useful data. 

Such infrastructure of spatial data is integrated in a RS/GIS  system enabling efficient 

management and visualisation of real estate . 

Data that may appear in a land information system include geometric data (coordinates, 

maps), land use, property adresses, information of real property, the nature of the tenure, 

details about the constructed buildings on parcels, land taxation values and many others 

depending of the needs (ESRI,2006). 

For this purpose have been used two sources of data: old scanned cadastral map and 

mosaicing image obtained with Google earth. As a case study is taken the settlement 

,,Lavcanska naselba,, in the city of Bitola, south-west part of  Republic of Macedonia . 

The settlemnt as an urban part of the city consists of about 260 land parcels.  

With the digitizing of raster map (either old cadastral scanned map or raster mosaicing 

immage) can be obtained a vector geospatial dataset, which is connected with two tables 

with attribute data regarding the parcels and their owners.  

With such integrated GIS database, can be easily edited and updated all kind of changes 

which has been occured at the parcels or their owners. The geospatial vector database of 

the study area is set up with use of the open source GIS software ILWIS. The detailed 
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attribute data of the owners are fictitious (due to the law for protection of personal 

information).  

Two  different attribute tables are created and used inside the ILWIS  GIS software 

package. As  a  geospatial data is used an old cadastral map of the study area wich was 

scanned and imported into ILWIS  . Also is  used an mosaicing Google raster image  of 

the study area. Both  are used as a backgroung images for digitizing of parcels in order 

to be made vectorized segment map of the parcels  and objects  separatelly. The 

attribute database is connected to the spatial vectorized data. With the integration of 

spatial and attribute data has been made infrastructure of spatial data as an integral part 

of a RS/GIS application for managing of real estate property. 

With the established infrastructure of spatial data in the RS/GIS application can also be 

made a plenty of querry procedures regarding the shape of a land parcels, ownership 

changes on land parcels, changes regarding the tax collection of parcels and others. 
 

 

2. MODEL OF INTEGRATED REMOTE SENSING/GIS SYSTEM 

    FOR  MANAGING OF REAL ESTATE 
 

2.1. Study  area 

 

The city of Bitola is located in the south-west part of Republic of Macedonia. As a case 

study is taken the settlement ,,Lavcanska naselba,, in the city of Bitola. As a background 

layer  is used a scanned map of the settlement which is of poor graphic quality, and a 

mosaicing  Google earth image, Figure.1. and Figure 2. 

            
 

Figure 1. The scanned cadastral map of Lavcanska Settlement in Bitola (Izeiroski,2008) 
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 Figure 2. Mosaicing image of Lavcanska settlement in Bitola (Izeiroski,2008) 

 

The settlement is located at the west part of the city on the foot base of the Pelister 

mountain. It has not large elevation differences and  is  with a relatively flat hozonatal 

terrain at the altitude of around 700m above sea level. The settlement is one of the 

newer ones in the city, and  is also well urbanised. Therefore the study area in this paper 

is  mentioned as a tipical case for a modern urban settlement as a part of the city.  

 

Both immages  were first appropriatelly preprocessed and saved in uncompressed .tiff 

format, and then imported in the GIS software for  further analysis. 

 

2.2. Establish of the SDI 

 

A spatial database is a regular database with support for geometry data types. It 

typically contains functions to manipulate the geometries and perform spatial queries 

(Sherman E.Gary , 2008)  

Spatial database design is very important in the development of planning support 

systems, since GIS must be built on standard components, starting with spatial database 

as the foundation, then editing, analysis, simulation and visualisation (Putra et all., 

2003). 

The Spatial data Infrastructure used in an intergrated RS/GIS  aplication is a 

combination of geospatial data (usualy satellite images, aerial orthophotos or scanned 

old hard copy maps) and different attribute data in many tables which are connected in a 

unique relational database management system (RDBMS). 

Using a scanned hard copy map or satellite raster image of an area of interest as a 

background layer, with digitization (vectorisation) can be made a vector graphic file of 

the area. The obtained vector file represents different geospatial entities or feature 

classes: land parcels, objects, forest area, watershed area, streams, road and railway 

infrastructure and others. 

On the other hand, the attribute data can be obtained administrativelly at the 

municipality level . These data usually refers to the owners of parcels with their 

personal ID numbers , personal data, residental adresseses, phone numbers and others. 

Beside these can also be made or calculated other attribute data regarding the 

geometrical features  of parcels and real estate such:  area and perimeter of parcels, area 
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of objects, type of built objects on parcels, approximate marcet values of parcels, 

amount of  tax collection for parcels and objects  etc. 

On the basis of the above mentioned concept, the  Spatial data Infrastructure (SDI) is 

composed of two main integral part of  data: geospatial  SDI  and  attribute SDI : Figure 

3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of integrated Real estate SDI. 

 

The  geospatial  SDI  composed of scanned map and Google earth raster image can be 

easily vectorized with use of  GIS software. With the digitizing of geospatial data of a 

raster map or image can be made many vector files composed of points, lines and 

poligons. The digitized files are presented as point, segment, or polygon maps, and 

represent different kind of geospatial data entities (land parcels, objects, roads, rivers 

and other feature items). 

The  geometrical, morphological and other geographical features of entities are 

described in separate attribute tables. It can also be used separate attribute tables with 

ownership rights, personal data of the owners of parcels, their  adresses  as well as other 

usefull information data. 

The  geospatial  SDI  and  attribute SDI  are then  joined in a integrated unique Spatial 

Data Infrastructure of  the  area. The  Spatial Data Infrastructure then can  be  

implemented in an integrated RS/GIS  application for managing of real estate. In the  

GIS  system the geospatial SDI  is  connected  to the attribute  SDI  in a unique Spatial 

database or  Spatial Data Infrastructure . 

With the implemented  SDI  into  GIS  can be  obtained  many kinds of querry 

procedures of the  data in order to get a plenty of useful informations about land parcels, 

objects, owners, and many others. Usually  these querry procedures are made with script 

commands inside the GIS application. The output procedures of such querry procedures  

can be shown graphically in separate layers or  with alphanumeric  values. 
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2.3. Spatial Data Modelling Methodology 

 

2.3.1. Defining of the coordinate system for the study area 

 

All locations on the earth are defined with a coordinate system. A geographical 

coordinate system (GCS) uses a  

three dimensional spherical surface to define locations on the Earth (ESRI, 2004). Each 

point in the earth is referenced by its longitude and latitude value. Longitude and 

latitude are angles measured from the earth,s center to a point on the earth,s surface. The 

Geographic coordinate system and Cartesian coordinate system used on the Earth,s 

surface are most common examples of coordunate systems.  

To correctly represent the curved earth,s surface on a flat map we need a map projection 

which is a method of portraying the curved surface of the earth on a flat surface 

(ILWIS, 2001). A map projection defines the relationship between the map coordinates 

and the geographic coordinates, latitude and longitude. With the help of a map 

projection, geographic coordinates are converted into a two dimensional metric 

coordinate system, measuring the X and Y coordinates in meters (ILWIS,2001). Each 

map projection has a set of parameters that should be defined. The parameters specify 

the origin and customize a projection for a particular area of interest. Angular 

parameters use geographic coordinate system units, while linear parameters use the 

projected coordinate system units (ESRI,2004). 

Today , one of the most used system is the Universat Transverse Mercator coordinate 

system which is a specialized application of the Transverse Mercator cylindrical  

projection (ESRI,2004). The globe is divided into 60 north and south zones, and each 

spanns 6 degrees of longitude from west to east direction.  

The  UTM  system is very suitable for representation of small shapes of area. It has  also 

minimal distorsion of a larger shapes within the same zone.    

Moreover, because the maps or images  obtained with Google Earth  are mostly defined 

with latitude-longitude coordinates or metric coordinates, it is suitable to be used the 

UTM for both images (the scanned cadastral map and Google Earth mosaicing image). 

The  zone number for the study area is  34-Nord, the Datum is  WGS 1984, and Elipsoid  

WGS84.  

The use of the UTM coordinate system causes in the study area some distosions and 

errors regarding the spatial accuracy of  the parcels and objects of the urban settlement. 

Therefore, the use of this SDI GIS  application should be mostly for public use, and can 

not be used for accurate cadastral planning (Izeiroski,2008). 

If we want to use the application professionally for cadastral purposes at municipality 

level we should obtain maximum spatial accuracy of the geospatial entities (parcels, 

objects and other resources). In such case we should use more acurate ortorectifyed air-

photos or satellite images with high resolution and precision (less than 0.5m which can 

be purchased ). For such professional aplication furthermore we should use also the 

state co-ordinate system of Republic of Macedonia based on Bessel,s elipsoid and 

Gauss-Kruger map projection ). 

 

 

2.3.2. Georeferencing of the raster images 

 

Before starting with vectorisation (digitization) of parcels, it is necessary the map to be 

georeferenced. The georeference is a service object, which stores the relation between 
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the rows and columns in raster map and the ground-coordinates X,Y (ILWIS 3.0, 

2001). 

In the study area it is used method for georeferencing with tiepoints (ground control 

points). With GPS receiver or directly in Google Earth are peciselly defined several 

points (usualy around 10) with their X and Y coordinate values. For  each tiepoint, the 

values of  X and Y are written in the table of the georeference editor. Beside X and Y 

values, for each point is also defined in which row and column is located, and with 

mathematical calculation it is calculated the value of distorsion for each point in the 

procedure of georeferencing.  

The correction of distorsion can be done with different type of mathematical 

transformation. Mainly it is used the s.c. affine transformation of first order (ILWIS 

3.0, 2001) which is given with the  equations (1) and (2): 

 

nn caraax 210 ++=  (1) 
nn cbrbby 210 ++=  (2) 

 

Where: rn is the number of row, cn is the number of column, and x,y are coordinates of 

the point in the map. 

 

The accuracy of the transformation is defined with Sigma parameter which is defined 

with the RMSE (Root mean square error). After the georeferencing of the immage, 

when the mouse is moved around on the display, at the status line in the bottom of the 

screen are shown X and Y or Lat-Lon coordinate values of the pixels. Fig. 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figure.4. Georeference editor in ILWIS . (Izeiroski,2008) 

 

After the defining of projection and making georeferencing of the scanned paper map or 

mosaicing immage, the parcels, roads and all objects can be digitized (vectorized). 
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2.3.3. Creation of Geospatial SDI 

 

For the study area has been used the open source GIS software ILWIS (Integrated land 

and water information system). It is a GIS system with possibilities of image 

processing. It allows input, managing, analysis and presentation of image geographic 

data (ILWIS 3.0, 2001). 

The settlement “Lavcanska” consists of parcels, constructed objects on them as well as  

other infrastructure objects:  streets and other geospatial entities. 

The workflow operations of the vectorization encompasses the following steps: 

1. Creating of segment map of the parcels. 

In this phase all contours of the parcels have been vectorized with aim of  the scanned 

paper maps as a background layer. First have to be defined the name of segment file and 

the domain, then ILWIS opens the segment editor, and with manual on screen digitizing 

have been digitized all parcels. After the finishing of digitizing, the segments are 

checked for errors (self overlaps, dead ends and intersections). 

2. Creating of point map with ID numbers of Parcels. 

In this phase has been created a point map with ID numbers of all parcels in the 

settlement . This point map is connected to poligons of parcels. 

3. Creating of polygon map of parcels. 

Now all segment parcels have to be poligonized in order to be connected with the point 

map. On the basis of the point map, all poligons will be labeled with the same ID 

number as the label points in the point map. 

In the similar way and order is formed also the segment map, point map and polygon 

map of the all objects which are on parcels. Some parcels are empty because there is no 

any object built on them. 

After finishing of the vectorisation of all parcels and objects it is obtained a final vector 

file of the settelement with parcels, objects and streets , Figure. 5 & Figure. 6. 

 

 
Fig 5.  Map window in ILWIS with segment files of 

parcels, objects and roads. (Izeiroski,2008) 
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Fig 6.  Map windopw in ILWIS with polygons of 

Parcels and  objects. (Izeiroski,2008) 

 

 

2.3.4. Creation of the attribute  SDI 

 

The creation of attribute tables in ILWIS is simple and easy for updating and editing of 

data records. A table in ILWIS  can be created directly with the command “create 

table” from operation list in the main window. 

In the case study have been created two attribute tables, one for parcels and one for 

objects with personal data of the owners.  

The table of parcels consists of main ID column with ID numbers of parcels same  as in 

the scanned cadastral map and three additional columns: Type of parcel, Area, and 

Value of the parcel.  

The second table of object has the same main column with ID numbers of parcels, and 

the following additional columns : Type of object, Owner, Adress, Personal ID number 

of the owner etc. There can be also added more columns according to the need for 

additional data.  

With ILWIS is possible automatically to be calculated the area of each parcel in square 

metres. In order to be made this, all vectorized polygons of parcels have to be rasterized 

with the operation “Polygon to Raster” and then with the operation “Area 

numbering” automatically ILWIS creates a table with calculated values of the area of 

all parcels in square metres (m2). The error in calculating of the area of parcels  depends 

on the choosen  cell resolution during the rasterization process of the parcels. If it is 

used smaller cell resolution the accuracy of the calculation of the area  will be more 

precise. The column with the ID numbers of parcels  is fullfiled with the same numbers 

of parcels as in the existing cadastral map. The column with values of parcels  is  

fictitious and should serve just as a formal information. We can easily  add  more  

columns in the table of parcels  depending of  the needs  for additional attribute 

informations regarding the parcels. 
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The  second table of objects  consists of the same main ID column with ID numbers of 

parcels same  as in the scanned cadastral map. The information of the other columns in 

this table describe the type of objects which are built on each parcel, the owner with 

personal identity number, adress and other informations depending of the purpose of use 

of the spatial data infrastructure of both tables. All information of owners can be 

obtained from municipality and cadastral institution at the local level. The information 

of owners in the case study are fictitious and are used just for description of possibilities 

of use of such data  for different purposes. 

After the creation of the attribute SDI with both tables, there can be made a plainty of 

querry procedures in order to be obtained useful informations.   

In order to be made query procedures with data on both attribute tables, they have to be 

joined. For joining of tables  it is necessary to have at least two or more tables. It is 

important for both tables that have to be joined to have  a common column with same 

domain of values. In such case the domains of both tables serv as a keys for  joining of 

the tables and  make a relational database system. In the proposed case of study, the 

table of parcels and the table of objects  have the same ID domain. Both tables are 

joined through the column with ID numbers of the  parcels, which is main column of 

each table, Figure  7. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 7.   Joining tables with same domain (ID of parcels are used as key columns). 

(Izeiroski,2008) 
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Besides automatic calculation of the area of Parcels, also can be made many other 

calculations with the atribute data in both tables. 

We can use many arithmetic, relational, logical and other operators as well as many 

conditional IFF functions with the values in columns of the both tables. 

 

 For example, the area of a parcel can be  expressed also in hectares . For this reason it 

can be used the equation (3)  

 
Value=Area/10000   (3) 

  

 Using many  different operators can be created new columns with information of 

interest. For example, if has to be defined: Which objects are garages, this can be done 

with the following expression in the command line of the table window in ILWIS, 

equation (4) 

 
Result1=IFF(object type=,,Garage”, object type,?) Enter   (4) 

  

 With the command (4)  is formed a new additional column in the table of objects with 

records showing garage objects only, in all other cases  stands  the sign “?” in the 

column.  

 In order to be determined, which object(s) belongs to certain owner, this can be done 

with the following equation (5) 

 
Result2=IFF(owner=,,Nikolov Nikola”, owner,?) Enter    (5) 

 

In such a way there is  shown only the  name of that person which is owner of hisown 

real estate (house, garage or something else). 

If we like to know, if some owner has exactly defined type of object, this can be done 

with the following  

equation (6) 

 
Result3=(vidobjekt=”kukja-1kat”)and(sopstvenik=”Izeiroski Subija”) Enter   (6) 

 

The use of operations and functions is endless. Hier are given only a few examples of 

such query procedures for extraction of useful data. 

 

After completing of the above mentioned querry procedures in the basic table of parcels  

are added additional columns of informations according to the executed querry 

procedures and functions Figure 8. 
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Fig 8.   The table of parcels with additional columns:Result1,Result2,… 

(Izeiroski,2008) 

  

ILWIS  has also  a special tool for simoultaneously exploring of  data of particular 

locations in the polygon maps which are connected to attribute tables. This  useful tool 

of ILWIS  is  so called  Pixel information window. Fig. 9. This tool  allows an  

interactive view of coordinates, class name, ID number of the particular parcel as well 

as  other information of the marqued parcel on the display. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9.    Display of the polygon map of parcels with pixel 

information window. (Izeiroski,2008) 

Position of the mouse and 

display of informations 

with pixel information 

window. 
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With  additional statistical functions can be made also more complicated analyses with 

the spatial data such as: Regression, Corealtion and Convolution analysis in order to get 

more specific informations from the relational spatial database infrastructure.  

As it is seen from above explanations, ILWIS delivers a wide range of features 

including import/export of files with different file extensions, digitizing, editing, 

geospatial analysis, and eficient display of data as a base for appropriate decision 

making regarding land record issues. 

 

 

3. SETTING UP OF THE SDI APPLICATION ON THE WEB 
 

3.1. Setting up the Map Server 

  

The Map Server is a software tool for rendering of GIS and  other Geospatial 

applications (as a specific complex graphic database consisted of graphical and attribute 

files) on the WEB. Map Server works in WEB environment as a CGI-common gateway 

interface script and  also  through the application based on other programming 

languages (Perl, Python, PHP) (Bill Kropla,2005). 

Map Server creates map images using geospatial data in digital form from other GIS 

packages. It  supports  many raster and vector formats of graphic files. It can work in 

two ways, as a CGI  or as a map script.  

The Map Server is based on templates. At the background it has support by a WEB 

server. Usually at the installation it is installed together with the Appache WEB server. 

The principle of work of the Map Server is shown in Figure 10 (Tyler Mitchell , 2005). 

First the WEB server receives a map request for presenting of graphical maps with data. 

Such request send the WEB server to the Map Server. Then the Map Server reads the 

configuration map file created with CGI script commands in the Map Server. With this 

map file are described all layers with geospatial data as well as all other data of the map 

which  schoul be presented. The Map Server reads then one or more HTML templates 

which are defined in the map file . 

 

 
Fig.10.    A diagram showing the basic operations of a MapServer application (Tyler Mitchell , 

2005) 

Map Server 

Program Map 

file 

Remote data 

Databases 

Databases 

WEB Server 
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In the Map Server are used  also other templates for efficient execution of querry 

procedures in order to be extracted all necessary attribute data from the graphical maps. 

Such defined map images with implemented templates determines and forms a complete 

geospatial database set on the WEB environment, which can be  viewed and used 

through the Internet. 

Before can be used, the Map Server should be first configured for the platform of the 

operating system (Tyler Mitchell , 2005). Because  most used operating system today is 

Windows , Map Server has to be configured to work properly in the Windows platform. 

The Map Server for Windows is  known  as  MS4W. Map Server together with the 

Appache WEB server and other accompanied tools is installing mainly on a separate 

folder C:\ms4w\ . After installation  is executing test of the proper functionality of the 

Map Server. 

 

3.2. Preparation and Setting up of the SDA GIS application on the WEB. 

  

As it is seen previously, the spatial data infrastructure was creadet in ILWIS software. 

Because ILWIS  use itsown format extensions for data, first there have to be exported 

all spatial and nonspatial data in appropriate format which can be used by the 

MapServer. All spatial data in vector and raster format have been exported to separate 

folder C:\ms4w \apps\lavci with extension .shp for vector and .tiff, .gif, or .jpg format 

for raster data. All attribute data from tables have been exported and defined with .dbf 

format.  After that has been created a map file with CGI script language together with 

the basic HTML templates which is used for initialisation of the application on the 

WEB and for defining of other parameters of the application. With a separate group of 

templates will be executed querry procedures for extraction of data from different data 

layers. All templates are located in C:\ms4w \apps\lavci\templates . It is also defined 

s.c. Alias name for access to all files, which shows the WEB server where the URL 

adress of the application is located. This should be defined in C:\ms4w 

\Apache\conf\httpd location. The alias is defined with enter of the following settings in 

the httpd.conf  file:  
Alias /lavci "/ms4w/apps/lavci/" 

<Directory "/ms4w/apps/lavci"> 

AllowOverride None 

Options Indexes Multiviews 

Order allow,deny 

Allow from all 

</Directory> 

 

With properly executed configuration, the Map Server is ready for use for the 

application. The setting of the application is done at the local host:  

http://127.0.0.1/lavci/index.html. The initial display of the application is shown in 

figure 11. 
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Fig.11.    Initial start of the application with Microsoft Internet Explorer (Izeiroski,2008) 

 

After clicking on the Lavci Demo button , the MapServer reads all data from the map 

file, HTML templates, as well as HTML templates for query procedures. Then sends 

Map Server the content of template files to the Appache WEB server, and this  sends 

them further to the browser. The map file is initialising on the basis of the URL 

location, and it is  shown then  the application on the display, figure 12. 

 

 
Fig.12.    Display of the application in WEB  environment (Izeiroski,2008) 

 

 

At the left side is shown the frame of vectorized spatial data including parcels, objects 

and streets of the settlement. On the right side of the display is  shown a small raster 

image of the settlement, the map scale, map extent in the determined coordinate sytem 

as well as  x and y coordinate values of a certain location on the map. All spatial data 

are defined with four layers which can be put on or off depending of the user needs. 

There are also created couple of tools for manipulation with the spatial part of the 

application (pan. zoom in , zoom out  etc.). 

In the  map mode beside the browsing through the spatial part of the map, there can be 

made also a lot of query procedures. After the activation of a query procedure with a 

single click on some object or parcel on the map it is shown at the display the particular 

object in different colour and is shown also the particular row with atttribute  data  of 

the selected parcel or object , figure 13. 
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Fig.13.    Display of the particular parcel with attribute data in WEB  environment 

(Izeiroski,2008) 

 

Beside this , in Map Server can be made a plenty of more specific querry procedures for 

obtaining of different informations which are subject of interest. 

With the support of other programming languages can be also made any SDI/GIS 

application with more sophisticated graphic user interface with a plenty of additional 

tools for browsing, querrying and manipulation with the spatial data infrastructure on 

the WEB.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper has been developed methodology for creation of integrated RS/GIS system 

for administration of real estate. The proposed aerial RS image based real estate GIS 

information querry system has a character of low cost, short constructing period and 

simple practical function in the area of administration with the spatial data 

infrastructure. The raster RS image and old cadastral map have relativelly good 

matching with the digitized vector layers of parcel, object and roads of the settlement. 

For more accurate and professional use of spatial data regarding the real estate should 

be used ortorectifyed aerial photos and sattellite images with high resolution, high 

accuracy and best matching with the geometry boundaries of parcels and objects. 

The future researches of the spatial data for real estate managing based on satellite data 

should be directed toward the development of complete solutions for spatial selecting 

and clipping the data in the perspective space, with capabilities for managing large 

volume of spatial information as a real-time application. The future application in this  

area should also ensure an eficient change detection of spatial entities in real time with 

comparation of remote sensing satellite images of the same area in two time sequence 

intervals. Further application should not be limited only to real estate, but also 

applicable toward the eficient city planning, environmental resource detection etc.  
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